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ESTIMATION OF YOUNG`S MODULUS OF THE POROUS TITANIUM 

ALLOY WITH THE USE OF FEM PACKAGE 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT  

Porous structures made of metal or biopolymers with a structure similar in shape and mechanical properties to 
human bone can easily be produced by stereolithographic techniques, e.g. selective laser melting (SLM). 
Numerical methods, like Finite Element Method (FEM) have great potential in testing new scaffold designs, 
according to their mechanical properties before manufacturing, i.e. strength or stiffness. An example of such 
designs are scaffolds used in biomedical applications, like in orthopedics’ and  mechanical properties of these 
structures should meet specific requirements. This paper shows how mechanical properties of proposed scaffolds 
can be estimated with regard to total porosity and pore shape. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Tissue engineering is a branch of biomedical science known for combining living tissue and 
engineered materials and one of its application is to use different types of scaffolds for 
reconstruction of bones. Using of porous structures are required for repairing the defective 
sites of the bones or for orthopaedic implants likes for Total Hip Replacements. Chosen 
scaffolds material must meet certain requirements like biocompatibility, features for cell 
proliferation, i.e. open porous structure for transportation of fluid, osteoconductive for growth 
of bone cells etc. In some cases biodegradability is required as well. Moreover, it should have 
sufficient strength and stiffness matched to the tissue cooperated with the scaffold. Materials 
for bone replacement should mimic the architecture of bone. A variety of biomaterials like 
metals (stainless steels, Co–Cr alloys and titanium alloys), polymers, ceramics, and their 
combinations are successfully employed for fabrication of scaffolds. 
However, the Young's modulus of biomaterials currently used is much larger than that of 
cortical bone, which causes stress shielding, bone atrophy and eventually implant loosening. 
Nowadays, orthopaedic implants are generally stiffer than the bone adjacent to the prosthesis. 
Due to its high stiffness, an implant prevents the applied stress from being evenly distributed 
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over the contact area with the adjacent bone, thereby resulting in bone resorption around the 
implant. This weakness of implant support, leads to the bone fracture and implant loosening.  
Titanium and its alloys are attractive material for biomedical applications due to their 
excellent properties including high corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, osseointegration, 
excellent strength to weight ratio, good fracture toughness and high fatigue strength [12]. 
Moreover, titanium alloys have much lower values of Young's modulus and density than other 
metallic biomaterials.  
Recently, many researchers have devoted notable efforts to prepare methodology of designing 
and manufacturing of porous structures that have mechanical properties similar to bone 
(especially stiffness and Young`s modulus). Porosity also provides proper environment for 
bone ingrowth in order to achieve a good fixation between porous implant and the 
surrounding bone. Nowadays, there are a number of  manufacturing techniques for the 
fabrication of porous structures (both for metal and non-metal materials): selective laser 
melting (SLM) [8, 10, 14], selective laser sintering (SLS) [11], powder metallurgy (PM) [4], 
freeze casting [5], space holder [6], sponge replication [7]. These methods are applicable to 
other biomedical materials like stainless steels, biopolymers or ceramics as well [8, 10]. 
Combination of modern manufacturing techniques and Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
techniques makes possible to produce custom implant designs with individual, predesigned 
scaffolds and predefined macro- and microstructures for hard tissue engineering [10]. Porous 
titanium alloys are considered promising bone-mimicking biomaterials. Additive 
manufacturing techniques such as selective laser melting allow for manufacturing of porous 
titanium structures with a precise design of micro-architecture [15]. Example of porous 
scaffold made of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V and designed by Authors with the use of  mentioned 
techniques is presented at Fig. 1. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Porous structure with cube pores made with the use of selective laser melting at the laboratory of 
Department of Material Engineering and Welding (Gdansk University of Technology) 

 
 
Prediction of crucial mechanical parameters of designed scaffold is very important and 
relatively simple in case of regular porous structures built of sphere shaped or cube shaped 
primitives [13]. On the other hand it could be quite complicated for irregular scaffolds, when 
shapes are irregular or mixed or in case of intentionally varied porosity [1] like in cases of 
modelling of bone on the base of patient-specific 3D diagnostic images. 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: GEOMETRICAL MODEL, MESH GRID  
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

 
 
Compression stress-strain test was computationally simulated in order to compare the 
mechanical properties of different types of porous scaffolds. Differences rely on the fact that 
scaffolds were designed from different types of primitives like spheres and cubes (Fig. 2). 
Authors decided to adopt a structure with interconnected, open pores of either spherical or 
cubic shapes. Sizes of these cavities, i.e. diameter or edge length were assumed as a pore size, 
whilst empty spherical or cubic spaces inside each elementary pore are “porosity makers” 
through variability of their dimensions. 
 
 

a) b) c) 

 
 

  

 

  
Fig. 2. Analyzed porous structures: a) cubic pores, b) spherical pores with interconnected channels – “heavy” 

type, c) spherical intersecting pores – “light” type 
 
 
The size of a scaffold pore should be selected in such a range that growth of new bone cells 
within it could take place. The optimal value of pore size for bone ingrowth is 100÷600 µm 
[2, 3, 4, 9, 16]. Scaffolds based on spherical pores were designed with assumption of some 
specific diameter 300 µm of interconnected holes/channels. This is a significant limitation, 
thus the range of possible porosity is limited and different for both types of analyzed porous 
structures. Porosity of structure with channels between pores (named “heavy” spherical pore 
scaffold) could be varied in range of 18%–52%, whilst intersecting pores (named “light” 
spherical pore scaffold) 52%–80%. Increasing the dimensions of interconnected holes up to 
500 µm, will extend the range of possible total porosity. Porosity P is calculated by the 
following formula Eq. 1: 
 

                                                                                 (1) 
 
where: Vvoid – is the volume of empty part of the pore, Vsolid – is the volume of the metal part 
of the pore. 
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Cubic pores had no limitation of 300 µm size of interconnected holes, thus range of possible 
porosity was much wider. Comparison of pore sizes are shown on Fig. 3 
 

 
P=70% P=60% P=50% P=40% 

  

  
 

Fig. 3. Cross-sections through analyzed pores – comparison of profiles shapes and sizes 
 
 
Finite element analysis software ANSYS 13.0 [ANSYS Inc. (2010)] was used to perform 
simulations on newly designed scaffold models to predict their mechanical properties. Three-
dimensional finite element models of regular structured cell units were used. The unit 
geometry used in simulations was 5x5x5 mm with different number of pores holes on each 
face, depended on types of pores and porosity of the structure.  
In fact, computed model is only one eight of the prototype 10x10x10 mm scaffold (Fig. 4). 
This is made  possible by symmetric boundary condition, and, as a result, one can 
significantly save on computation time. The assumption of the ten millimeters characteristic 
dimension of scaffold sample, is due to prospective plans of comparison FEA computed 
results with experimental investigations of compression tests on scaffolds printed with the use 
of SLM technique, and 10 mm cube seems to be a suitable dimension with regard to 
feasibility of mechanical testing (especially thoroughness of deformation measurements) and 
the size of the numerical model. 
Each rectangular shaped structure (Fig. 2a) and spherical pores with interconnected channels 
(Fig. 2b) had a 5x5 matrix of pores on each face (each elementary pore had dimensions of 
1x1x1 mm). On the other hand spherical intersected pores had varying number of pores on 
each face, i.e. for 60% porosity structure it was 5x5, whilst for 70% porosity it was 10x10, 
(that is each elementary pore had dimensions 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm – see Fig. 3). The scaffold 
models were generated in Autodesk Inventor 2012, and converted to SAT format and then 
imported to ANSYS for finite element analysis.  
Solid tetrahedral elements SOLID185 were used in the analysis. This is a 4-node solid 
element (pyramid element), which provides three translational degrees of freedom for each 
node [Ansys Inc. (2010)]. Hexahedral elements (brick elements) are more accurate than 
pyramids, because they are less sensitive to the number of elements and category of elements 
(i.e. low- or high- order elements), more control on mesh quality  
(i.e. smaller amount of elements, shorter computational time) [13], but unfortunately CAD 
produced geometries, in many cases are not suitable for mapped meshing. The number of 
elements depends on the specific scaffold structure, but it is approximately equal to 1 million 
elements. Calculation time of each case was c.a. 5 minutes on computer with 2 DualCore 
AMD Opteron 275 processors and 12 GB RAM memory. After the geometrical model was 
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imported, material properties, types and size of elements and boundary conditions were 
defined. Material data used in calculation are adequate to titanium alloy Ti6Al4V: Young`s 
modulus of base material E=110 GPa, Poisson number υ=0.33, density ρ=4500 kg/m3, 
loading force F=400 N. As it was mentioned above, constraints were set as symmetric 
boundary conditions, whilst loading of the model was realized through forces imposed on 
nodes on the end face of the sample to simulate compression. Thus, von Misses stresses and 
displacements were the results of the calculation for each simulated sample. The relationship 
of the apparent elastic modulus E* of each porous specimen can be written as Eq. 2: 
 
 

                                                                                                         (2) 
 
 
Here, F [N] is the compressive force - input data, ∆l [mm] is the change in length of the 
specimen – result of calculation, L [mm] is the length of the porous part of analyzed specimen 
– 5 mm in presented model, A [mm2] is the total area (solid and holes) of the cross-section of 
the porous structure. 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Boundary conditions and details of element grid. Theoretically examined model 
(1) – 10x10x10 mm scaffold; the section of the model actually analyzed (2) – it is possible due to symmetry during 

axial compression. The main purpose of the solid volumes (3) at both ends of the specimen is to shift the 
boundary conditions (represented by forces concentrated in element nodes) away from the actual porous 

structure 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 
Scaffolds’ apparent Young`s modulus varies in range 17.1÷49.3 GPa, where elastic modulus 
of base material was 110 GPa. It means, that under assumed conditions  
a reduction of Young`s modulus by 85% was achieved. 
 
 

Table 1. Finite Element Analysis results 

 Porosity 
[%] 

Apparent 
density 

ρ* [kg/m3] 

Apparent 
elastic 

modulus E* 
[MPa] 

Maximum 
compressive 

stress 
σmax [MPa] 

Axial strain 
ε [-] 

(relate to 10 mm 
length scaffold 

part) 
40 2700 45.2 18.7 4.43⋅10-5

50 2250 34.4 23.2 5.81⋅10-5

60 1800 25.4 32.4 7.87⋅10-5
Cube-like 

pores 

70 1350 17.1 39.8 11.7⋅10-5

40 2700 49.3 26.2 4.06⋅10-5Spherical 
“heavy” 

pores 50 2250 40.4 37.3 4.95⋅10-5

60 1800 30.3 49.1 6.61⋅10-5Spherical 
“light” 
pores 70 1350 21.1 56.3 9.46⋅10-5

 
 
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show contours of stresses in scaffold with cube-like pores; those contours 
are very similar in appearance shapes for all porosities of this scaffold type, only the values of 
stresses and displacements are altered by porosity change. 
 
 

a)     b) 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of: a) Von Misses stress, b) displacement of the 60% porosity cube-like pores scaffold 
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Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b show contours of stresses in scaffold with spherical pores; likewise cubic 
pores, appearance of stress and displacement contours are very similar for all porosities of this 
scaffold type, but their values alter with porosity change. For adequate porosities higher 
values of maximum stress were noticed in cases of spherical pores especially for “light” 
spherical pores, and the difference could reach the level of 50%. This effect is always visible 
at the edge of the interconnected window, where in fact in perfect model the edge is very 
sharp, thus the angles in corners of some elements could be very small, and, as a result, a zero 
curvature of radius between edges which meet at a corner, thus computed stress approaches 
relatively higher values than in finer meshed cubic pores.  During manufacture of the actual 
scaffold it would be difficult to make the edges of the interconnected holes with designed 
thickness, because particles of melted powder size are between 30 and 50 µm, and in fact 
differences in stresses are much smaller. As it was showed in [13] strains are independent of 
the element shapes. 
 

a)     b) 

 
 

Fig. 6. Distribution of: a) Von Misses stress, b) displacement of spherical pores scaffold at 60% porosity 
 

 
Fig. 7. Influence of the porosity on elastic modulus 
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Fig. 7 shows relation of apparent Young`s modulus to total porosity. One can see that in 
analyzed range of porosity, which cover the range of medical applications, the variability of 
the apparent Young`s modulus is nearly linear, and the cubic and spherical curves are nearly 
parallel to each other and shifted by c.a. 10 GPa. 

 
 

SUMMARY 
 
 
A 3D numerical model of different types of regular scaffolds has been developed. Application 
of the model demonstrated strong influence of the pore size on the elastic modulus. Change of 
the Young`s modulus, in the studied range of porosity reached approximately 85% decrease in 
comparison to base Young`s modulus. In case of 70% porosity apparent Young`s modulus 
achieved the value of 17.1 GPa. The shape of pores has less influence than the pore size, but 
so called “heavy” spherical pores gave c.a. 15% higher values of elasticity module than 
corresponding cube-like pores. 
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